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The middleman or the missing link: the role of cer-
mide in Alzheimer’s disease—Ceramide, a lipid precur-
or in the production of a crucial component of mem-
ranes called sphingomyelin, also plays a key role in the
egulation of a multitude of cellular processes. By serv-
ng as a potent second messenger, ceramide is implicated
n the regulation of proliferation, survival, and differen-
iation of the cell as well as inflammatory activity and
holesterol metabolism to name but a few of ceramide’s
ey functions. In an eloquently presented review by
ostantini et al [1], the pivotal role of ceramide in me-
iating the relationship between lipid composition and
he regulation and production of the amyloid-� peptide,
n addition to its link to oxidative stress, senescence, and
ell death of neurons in Alzheimer disease (AD) is dis-
ussed. As highlighted, the promiscuity of ceramide
ould allow it to be actively involved in most, if not all,
f the pathogenic events occurring in AD.

Of central importance, given the age-related increase
n AD, studies have found that ceramide is increased
uring aging. Moreover, recent data described in the
urrent review, suggest that ceramide can increase amy-
oid-� protein precursor (A�PP) processing and amy-
oid-� generation by stabilizing BACE1, a key protease
ediating the liberation of amyloid-� from its precursor.
hese studies, together with additional evidence regard-

ng cholesterol homeostasis and distribution in neurons,
s the authors suggest, could provide the missing link
etween aging and AD. However, an alternative expla-
ation for these findings, based on the stress–response
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ole of the ceramide–sphingomyelin (SM) pathway,
hould not be ignored [2]. In this regard, the pleuripotent
ctivity of ceramide indicates an intrinsic function in
escue machinery to protect cells subject to stress as
hown by the fact that mild increases in ceramide are
ndeed beneficial [3–5]. With regard to AD, one of the
arliest events that occur in AD is oxidative stress [6,7].
ikely, not coincidently, increased ceramide also occurs
arly in the pathogenesis of AD [8,9]. Therefore, one
ossibility, in accord with the stress–response activation
f the SM pathway, would be that increased oxidative
tress would lead to activation of this pathway that could
hen signal the biochemical messages associated with cell
rotection [10,11]. Additionally, oxidatively induced cer-
mide would drive the production of amyloid-�. Al-
hough this schema is consistent with the known chro-
ology of the disease, i.e., oxidative stress predating
myloid-�, under the current prevalent belief that amy-
oid-� is toxic, it would appear to be counterintuitive to
protective response. However, recent evidence suggests

hat amyloid-� may not only be a consequence of AD but
hat it may also serve a protective role [12,13] by work-
ng as an antioxidant [14 –17]. As such, ceramide would
erve as the intermediate signal between oxidative stress
nd the activation of amyloid-� production and other
rotective pathways to attenuate oxidative damage. Al-
hough such an assertion may be provocative, it is con-
istent with at least one of the known cellular and bio-
hemical functions of ceramide, and, therefore, ceramide
or for that matter, amyloid-�), like many facets of biol-
gy, may be important for reasons other than those cur-

ently ascribed to it.

ts reserved.
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